
Trail Walking for First Timers – Step 2: Gather Resources

Today's mission is to choose and BUY your
guidebook and map.

This will be your trail walking 'bible', helping you to plan your 
itinerary and of course, walk the trail and lots more.

I've made a VIDEO showing you a comparison of the different 
maps and guidebooks you can get:
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And in this PDF is a summary of that information.

I couldn't review ALL the guidebook publishers – just the main 
three: Cicerone, Aurum Press, and TrailBlazer. 

Some of the less popular trails have guidebooks produced by 
other publishers, but you can use the criteria in the first column 
to help you decide on the best guidebook for you.

TODAY'S MISSION!

1. Watch the video

2. Read this PDF

3. CHOOSE and BUY your guidebook and map combo!

DO IT NOW BECAUSE YOU ARE GOING TO NEED THIS TO PLAN 
YOUR ITINERARY AND DO YOUR BOOKINGS NEXT WEEK!

Catherine
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GUIDEBOOK COMPARISON

Cicerone Aurum Press Trail Blazer

Maps: what
scale are they?

1:50,000 1:25,000 1:20,000
*Hand drawn*

Need to buy a
map as well?

Yes – in fact they
recommend you

should buy a 'proper'
map in addition to

their guidebook

No.  The maps in
these books are good

enough; you don't
need to buy another

map.

Yes – They claim you
can navigate solely

from their maps but I
don't agree!

Maps: size of
map extract

Very small extract;
surrounding context

not shown

Half to full page; lots
of context

Hand drawn maps
showing the path

only and details like
walls, stiles and

buildings

Maps: are key
points

marked?

x Yes: points of
interest noted on

map, relate to bolded
parts in text

Yes: many
notations on the

hand drawn maps

Maps: is the
route

highlighted?

  n/a: the map only
shows the route

anyway

Maps: high
level overview
of the whole

route?


Minimal: just shows
line of route and a
few key towns &

roads

 
Detailed overview:

shows route in
context in country

AND region


Detailed overview:

shows route in
context in country

AND region

Gradient chart
/ elevation

profile

x x 

Village/town
street/road
maps with

street names?

x x 
Yes – very good
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Photographs? Colour photos
throughout

Many large colour
photos throughout

Small selection at
start and end –

similar to a Lonely
Planet

Accommodati
on

information?

x 
Very minimal
information


Extremely Detailed –

incredibly
comprehensive

Transport
information?

x 
Minimal


Extremely Detailed -

excellent

Distance
checklist?

x ? 
Some editions do and

some don't


Yes – showing both
between locations

and cumulative

Location
index?


Very basic

x
Minimal


Detailed

Size / weight
of book

Smallest – good size Slim, but long and
thin

Largest

Points of
interest /

history etc
described

  

Points of
interest

separated out
from the route

description

 ?
Varies depending on

the book – newer
editions do this



Places to eat /
refreshment

options
mentioned

x x
Pub icons are

included on the
maps


Very detailed &

comprehensive info
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Route
described in

detail?

  No -  a summary
description of the

route is given.
However, navigation

notes are included
and route map is

annotated

Suggested
itineraries?

x x 
Extremely

comprehensive

Wildlife &
nature info?

x  

Equipment
advice?


Minimal


Minimal


Detailed

CONCLUSION Compact but
minimal planning

information,  maps
are 1:50,000 and are

small extracts so you
would need to buy

another map 

Good maps and good
route description. 
You don't need to

buy a separate map.
However, minimal

information for
planning.

Absolutely excellent
for planning

complex routes and
v useful re:

transport, amenities
and accommodation;

route descriptions
are summaries not
detailed 'turn left,
turn right' type. 

I strongly
recommend that you

should get an
Ordnance Survey

map as well

Also consider:

Does the guidebook describe the route in the direction that you 
wish to walk it? 
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NOTES ON MAPS

I'm assuming you know how to read a map; if you don't, arrange 
to walk with someone who does.

When buying maps you usually have five options:

1) Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 'Explorer' maps: these are 
the smallest scale and generally the best option for 
navigation.

2) Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 'Landranger' maps: these 
are a higher scale, and can be all right on well signposted 
routes such as National Trails, but can be less helpful in 
areas where navigation can be  tricky. However, because 
you have to buy less of them, they can be more cost 
effective.
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3) The A-Z 'Adventure Atlas' books that contain 1:25000 
Ordnance Survey maps. They are easier to use as they 
are in a 'book' format rather than a concertina fold style. 
They include an excellent index too, so you can locate hills 
and places much more easily.  RECOMMENDED!

4) Harvey's 1:40,000 scale maps. I have personally never 
used these, because I prefer the 1:25,000 scale maps and the 
Ordnance Survey style of map. However, it is an option you 
might prefer.

NOW CHOOSE AND BUY YOUR GUIDEBOOK
AND MAP COMBINATION!
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